
Bill Gates Wants 10-Year-Olds to Learn About ‘Commercial Sex Work’

Description

Vaccine-peddling billionaire Bill Gates, through his Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, is
funneling money into a nongovernmental organization (NGO) that teaches 10-year-olds and
younger about “commercial sex work” and being “interested” in those with “diverse gender
identities.”

Bill Gates has been found to have yet another connection to the sexualization of children around the
globe, through his multi-million dollar annual donations to the International Planned Parenthood
Foundation (IPPF), which is related to the American Planned Parenthood abortion mill organization
and also founded by eugenicist Margaret Sanger, but functions as a separate entity.

IPPF’s network is composed of 120 “independent organizations” that stretch across 146 different
countries and have received more than a whopping $80 million from Bill Gates to promote the
sexualization and prostitution of children. Also funding the IPPF are Gates’ close allies at the World
Health Organization.

According to a 2017 “toolkit” released by the IPPF, the group calls for the mass sexualization of
children 10 years of age and younger, writing in the “toolkit” that by age 10, children should be
introduced to different ideas about “sexual activity,” including “commercial sex work” under the banner
of “comprehensive sexuality education.”

“Sexual activity may be part of different types of relationships, including dating, marriage or 
commercial sex work, among others,” the IPPF “toolkit” reads, while also promoting “sexual rights,
regardless of…age.”

Children under 10 should also be told that “As you grow up, you might start to be interested in people
with diverse gender identities,” the IPPF toolkit goes on to claim.

Read more about the Bill Gates-funded “toolkit” in the tweet below:
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https://twitter.com/Nicoletta0602/status/1647617949702709248?s=20

Planned Parenthood has a toolkit for schools to teach kids ages 10 and under that
prostitution is normal interpersonal relationship.

That’s Comprehensive Sex Education.

See toolkit: https://t.co/7vQB4VMLNS pic.twitter.com/QY58M6rxsU

— Nicole Solas Domestic Terrorist! (@Nicoletta0602) April 16, 2023

Revelations that Bill Gates is funding the pro-prostitution, pro-LGBT sexualization of children comes
after a United Nations report suggested de-criminalizing ALL forms of sex, including the rape of children
.

Additionally, the Gates NGO revelations come as increased scrutiny is being applied to a wide variety
of NGOs that have inserted themselves into virtually every political issue imaginable, raking in major
donations from millionaire and billionaire elites, like Bill Gates and George Soros.

In addition to NGOs that sexualize children, other NGOs are operating just south of the US border in
Mexico, aiding and abetting illegal aliens as they prepare to enter the United States, and setting them
up with resources on the American side of the border so that they can avoid deportation.

As National File recently reported, ex-Presidents Barack Obama, George W Bush, and Bill Clinton
have joined forces under the banner of an NGO titled “Welcome.US”, for the purpose of funneling third-
world migrants into the United States from all over the world, including from Afghanistan and Ukraine.
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